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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Metropolitan Dade County entered into a contract on behalf of the Metro-Dade Transit
Agency (MDTA) with the University of South Florida on behalf of the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) to develop an Advanced Public Transportation System
(APTS) Research and Development Program. The specific purpose of this document is
to serve as the overall strategic plan for the implementation of APTS at MDTA.
This document is intended to be dynamic and ever-changing in order to provide the
proper guidance and direction to MDTA in development of its APTS program. As MDTA,
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and IVHS America policies and priorities change, this
document must also be modified to reflect those changes. This document outlines a
suggested plan of action concentrated over five areas of need, as currently identified by
MDTA, which lend themselves to APTS technology application. All APTS applications
implemented by MDTA will reflect a multi-disciplinary approach involving MDTA staff
teams, composed of customer service, information management, system operations,
communications, and planning expertise.
MDTA has identified five areas of need which lend themselves to applications of APTS.

These areas will be expanded further within this Strategic Plan. Priority has not yet been
established among the five areas of need, however, this document is intended to
supplement and complement the first demonstration grant application regarding
Passenger Information Displays (PIDs). A completed grant application for an operational
test of PIDs is included as a companion to this document. Furthermore, all subsequent
APTS grant applications should be accompanied by this document, or an appropriately
updated version, as necessary.
This strategic plan document contains an overview of APTS from a national and local
perspective, a suggested research and development program approach for each area of
need, a discussion of available funding options, conclusion, a list of key external APTS.
contacts and a detailed listing of related APTS vendors.
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II. OVERVIEW
The term Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) is used to describe projects which
apply advanced technologies. to improve the efficiency and capacity of transportation
systems. Advanced Public Transportation Systems (APTS) is the application of advanced
technologies to public transit modes. Passage of the lntermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) in 1991, with its emphasis on IVHS, focused national attention on
this emerging field. The ISTEA brought more than exposure to IVHS, authorizing $660
million in appropriations over six years. Yet for many public transportation systems,
including the Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MOTA), the functions and technologies
classified under the rubric of IVHS are not new. In fact, MOTA already employs (or is
planning to install) several technologies which the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
classifies as "advanced" public transportation, such as intelligent fare collection boxes,
automatic vehicle location, and route planning software.
Meanwhile, FTA is providing technical and financial support to agencies which develop
these technologies. In FY 1993, the FTA program sponsored thirteen APTS operational
tests, plus six additional projects as part of a U.S. Department of Transportation program.
(Although, Dade County has not yet been recognized on a national level as a prospective
test site).
There are many reasons why the Metro-Dade Transit Agency is an appropriate choice for
an APTS operational test:
•

MOTA has the technological infrastructure in place to leverage additional
APTS investment and provide cost-effective APTS applications. MOTA is the
only transit agency in the United States which operates bus, light rail and
peoplemover systems.

•

Dade County has unique demographic characteristics, such as the large
population of people who speak Spanish and other foreign languages.
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•

MOTA's service area is of the appropriate scale that improved service and
increased ridership would have a measurable effect on transportation
demand in the region.

•

The Miami metropolitan area has traffic congestion more severe than other
regions of its size. According to a Texas Transportation Institute study,
Miami is the fifth worst congested area in the United States, although it has
the eleventh largest population.

•

There is the possibility for coordination with other IVHS projects in the area,
such as the Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor System {ICS), the countywide automatic vehicle locating system, the Miami International Airport
automatic vehicle

identification syst.em for congestion impact fee

assessment, and electronic toll collection systems planned for installation
on the Venetian and Rickenbacker Causeways.
The proposed APTS research areas combine elements of current and future technology
as applied to MOTA transit operations. This project list combines upgrades to existing
systems and implementation of technologies which are entirely new. Five project areas
(in no particular order of priority) have been identified by MOTA for consideration in the
initial preparation of a Strategic Plan for APTS application as follows:
• Smart Cards or other advanced fare payment media
• Real-time vehicle maintenance monitoring/ passenger counts
• Real-time multi-lingual telephone information system
• Real-time passenger information displays
• Jitney monitoring
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Ill.BACKGROUND
Advanced technologies are used in transit systems for a variety of reasons, such as
expanding the customer base, increasing passenger convenience, improving fleet
management, and increasing both the speed and volume of high occupancy vehicles.
The following section summarizes the !VHS-related projects which were examined for
possible integration with the MDTA-APTS program, and examines current MOTA "problem
areas", and outlines general areas of FTA evaluation criteria and national APTS
applications.
A. Current IVHS Activity in Dade County
Several IVHS projects are already underway in South Florida, such as electronic toll
collection on several Dade County bridges, automatic monitoring of courtesy vans at the
Miami airport, automatic vehicle location of county-owned vehicles, and an extensive
operational test of IVHS technologies to encourage use of the wide range of
transportation modes available throughout South Florida. lt is important to consider the
regional aspects of these projects when developing MDTA's APTS program.
Miami Airport AVI System
Miami International Airport is using IVHS technology to reduce congestion and increase
revenue in their passenger pick-up lanes. These lanes have been set aside for courtesy
vehicles, such as hotel and rental-car vans. Vehicle operators pay a fee for every pass
through the restricted lane, however the responsibility for reporting the number of trips
falls on the operators themselves.

Payment is on the honor system, and Miami

International Airport staff estimate that $1.2 million in revenue is lost due to lax
enforcement.

Installation was completed in August 1993.

Automotive Vehicle

Identification (AVI) technology is expected to provide a cost-effective means to improve
enforcement. Only vehicles which have an AVI tag in their vehicle will be allowed into the
lane. The tag uses wireless communications to automatically broadcast to a roadside
computer which will control the access gate to courtesy lanes. Vehicles will be uniquely
identified, so that the computer system keeps track of the number of trips (and amount
4

of fees) for each van.
The system will use tags with read-only one-way communications purchased from Amtech
Systems Corporation of Dallas, TX.

Strategic Applications International Corporation

(SAIC) of San Diego, CA has been selected to provide systems integration to the project.
Dade County staff will monitor the system, issuing 2,000 tags to courtesy van operators.

Aside from the increase in revenue, airport staff predict that the system. will also reduce
congestion in the restricted lanes. Similar systems have also recently been tested and/or
installed at the Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, and Minneapolis airports.
Venetian and Rickenbacker Causeway AVI System
The Dade County Public Works Department is planning to use automatic vehicle
identification (AVI) for toll collection on the Venetian Causeway, which connects Miami
Beach to Miami; and the Rickenbacker Causeway, which connects Virginia Key and Key
Biscayne to the mainland. Using technology similar to that of the Miami International
Airport project, the department will give drivers the option of purchasing an electronic tag
with refundable deposit. Vehicles equipped with a tag will be able to pass through toll
gates without stopping, because a roadside computer reads the signal from the tag,
identifies the vehicle, and automatically deducts the cost of the toll from the driver's
account. (Drivers of non-equipped vehicles may still pay the toll in cash.) An estimated
15,000 people, mostly island residents, use the bridges.

Expected benefits include

reduced traffic congestion at toll plazas and more efficient revenue collection for the
County.
The County Commission awarded the contract to TRMI (Toll Revenue Markets, Inc. or
New York).

TRMI will be the prime contractor and systems integrator, with Amtech

Systems Corporation expected to be the AVI vendor. TRMI will have 270 calendar days
from the notice-to-proceed date to have the complete system in operation.

The

specifications call for read-only technology, with the capability to expand to two-way, readwrite communications. A total of 14 toll lanes will have AVI installed, and both bridges
(which are about three miles apart) will have fully-integrated inter-connected AVI
operations.
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Broad Causeway AVI Systems
The City of Bay Harbor Islands already has a "low-tech" but very functional AVI system
installed and operational on the Broad Causeway. In this system, drivers purchase barcoded decals which are fixed to their cars in a specified position. At the toll plaza, barcode readers can identify a vehicle traveling 6 to 7 miles per hour, using scanning
technology similar to grocery store check-out registers. The system is not without its
problems, however. About 1 out of every 100 cars is read incorrectly, and the first set
of decals was recalled because they faded quickly in the sun. In addition, since the
system relies on light reflecting off the decals, it is sensitive to weather conditions. Bay
Harbor purchased the system from Cubic Toll Systems of Melville, NY. As with other AVI
systems, expected benefits include reduced congestion at toll plazas and more efficient
revenue collection.
County-Wide Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) System
Dade County is currently planning to install communication devices on all its countyowned vehicles, plus automatic vehicle location (AVL) equipment on MOTA buses. Once
the AVL system is installed and operating, it will have a tremendous impact on the traveltime information available to MOTA central operations. MDTA's Management Information
Systems Master Plan predicts that the AVL system will provide numerous benefits: route
control capability; improved schedule adherence; automatic reporting of running and
layover times, delays, and service interruptions; dynamic scheduling capabilities to better
regulate vehicle spacing; and real-time vehicle location data to a wide variety of users.
The system will use an 800 Mhz radio frequency for communications. Dade County has
selected General Electric/Harris Corporation as the vendor for the system. Notice-toproceed was issued in July 1993. The vendor will have an overall 30-month performance
period, with 18 months to install the RF (radio frequency) system.
Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor System (ICS)
The Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor System (ICS) will serve as a prototype for many
different facets of IVHS, applying technologies to a variety of transportation areas: traffic
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management, traveler information, commercial vehicle operations, vehicle control systems,
and public transit. The principal goal of the project is to collect, process and disseminate
real-time traffic and travel data, such that the transportation system operates more
efficiently and travelers make more informed mode choices. Traffic engineers, transit
operators, truck and taxi fleets, radio and TV stations, and individual travelers will have
access to this information through a variety of communications media.
ICS is a federally-funded $7 million project and appears as a direct line item on the FY
1991 and FY 1992 USDOT transportation appropriations. Project administration will be
provided by the Florida Department of Transportation District Six Office.

The prime

consultant is JHK & Associates. JHK has subcontracted with Kimley-Horn & Associates
to oversee the transit component of ICS. JHK and FOOT have hosted three workshops
for local transit and traffic authorities to introduce the participants to basic IVHS concepts.
FHWA has outlined four objectives for the ICS project: (1) improve inter-regional mobility,
(2) provide an interface of highway and transit operations, (3) encourage modal diversion,
and (4) monitor and evaluate the time-cost sensitivity of tripmaking in the region. To date,
ICS has, or is currently installing, three high-mast camera poles with four cameras on
each pole capable of video-imaging (AUTOSCOPE™), and ten variable message signs
in and around the Golden Glades area.

Phase II of the project will explore modal

diversion techniques beginning in October 1993, and overall ICS evaluation activity is
expected to begin in May 1994.

B. MOTA Documents
Both MDTA's 1993 Transit Development Program and its 1991 Information Systems
Master Plan reveal valuable information about some of the problems faced by MOTA in
its operations and the technological resources already in place.
MDTA's Transit Development Program CTDP)
MDTA's 1993 Transit Development Program (TOP) provides insight into several issues
facing the agency, which may be addressed by the increased capabilities that APTS
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technologies provide.
•

The difficulty in financing the extensive network of expansions to the Metrobus
service underscores MDTA's need for technologies which expand the customer
base and have a higher ratio of benefit to cost than other transit investments.

•

MOTA is also planning several expansions to its Special Transportation Services,
in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). These expansions
could be combined with the technologies available to paratransit services, such as
computerized registration and computerized dispatching.

•

MOTA has a severe problem with legal and illegal jitneys which duplicate transit
service at peak hours, thus taking away much needed revenue.

Legal jitneys

purchase a license from the county to provide transit service, but are restricted to
certain routes.

Many jitneys disobey this restriction because enforcement is

extremely difficult. APTS offers a way to make monitoring of these vehicles easier
for MOTA personnel.
•

MOTA could both expand its market and simplify fare collection with the use of
smart cards or similar payment media, possibly cooperating with other transit
agencies 0/Vest Palm Beach, Broward County, Tri-Rail and licensed jitneys) to
produce a seemingly "borderless" transit system for the entire Southeast Florida
region. Of course, institutional issues may prove more difficult than technological ·
ones.

Implementation of a regional fare payment system must address the

question of how to divide revenues among the different transit agencies. Smart
cards contain a tiny microchip in a processor the size of a credit card which can
store values in memory and perform advanced processing functions, such as
charging different fare amounts for different times of day.

MOTA Information Systems Master Plan
In 1990, the Management and Information Systems (MIS) Division of MOTA prepared an
update to its Information Systems Master Plan.
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The MIS master plan reveals both

technological infrastructure already in place at MOTA, plus areas into which MOTA would
like to expand. Existing technological resources include:
•

Automatic Vehicle Location and Monitoring (AVL/M). The county-wide automatic
vehicle location system, described in the previous section, will also include devices
which monitor maintenance conditions on MOTA buses.

Although the

communications system is capable of broadcasting to the dispatcher immediately
when a problem occurs, the decision to activate this f~nction has not yet been
made by MOTA management.
•

Telephone Information Service. Software which assists MOTA telephone operators
in route planning inquiries is already available.

A touch-tone telephone

communication system (Automatic Telephone Information System, or ATI) and
automatic voice recognition system (Voice Response Unit, or VRU) are currently
being tested. The automatic voice recognition system currently used by MOTA is
limited to English spoken without a foreign or regional accent. MOTA is installing
a geographic information system to replace the paper maps telephone operators
currently use. This project is called Geographic Aids to Transit Information Agents,
or GATIA.
•

Passenger Information Displays. The master plan called for overhead closedcircuit television monitors which display "next bus" transit schedule information at
its downtown transit hub.

However, this project did not receive funding from

MOTA.
C. Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Evaluation Criteria

Opportunities for APTS operational tests have been discussed with personnel in the
Federal Transit Administration's Advanced Public Transit Systems program, as well as
representatives from FTA's regional office in Atlanta (see Appendix A). The solicitation
for the Department of Transportation's FY 1992 IVHS operational tests program lists a
variety of criteria used to evaluate IVHS project proposals. Among other requirements,
the solicitation states preference for proposals which:
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•

have unique technological, institutional or market characteristics;

•

have participation from state, local and private sectors, whose roles are clearly
defined;

.

•

are appropriately scaled as to have a measurable impact on the test region; and

•

are budgeted so that the federal share of project funding cannot exceed 80
percent of the total cost.

FTA APTS program staff stress that they are not interested in "technology for technology's
sake" but instead prefer projects which employ innovative solutions to an agency's
particular problems. The federal IVHS program places great emphasis on cooperation
between the public and private sectors. In this regard, a comprehensive investigation of
private companies for potential partnerships has been documented (see Appendix B).
Most importantly, FTA prefers to engage in direct negotiation with the transit agencies
themselves.
Several APTS functions are of particular interest to FTA because they have not been
tested to date: (1) real-time, map-based passenger information displays, (2) fare payment
media which are used for both transit and park-and-ride lots to encourage intermodalism,
and (3) fare payment media which enable employers to take advantage of the increased
transit fare tax deduction ($60 per month). FTA has also expressed a strong desire for
MDTA's program to be a significant part of the Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor
System (ICS).
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D. Existing APTS Applications

The following is a summary of Advanced Public Transit Systems functions and
technologies currently operating or under development throughout the United States. The
Federal Transit Administration classifies APTS functions into four areas: Market
Development, Customer Interface, Vehicle Operations and Communications, and HOV
Facility Operations. Each of these functions is briefly described, along with a review of
projects currently using these technologies.
1. Market Development

Static Pre-Trip Passenger Information
Static pre-trip traveler information systems provide information on transit routes,
schedules, transfers and fares through television, cable TV, telephone, and personal
computer. Several North American transit systems have pre-trip information services
under investigation or in operation. The most basic of these are computerized databases
that provide telephone operators with route, schedule and fare information to use in
response to callers' inquires. The more advanced systems use touch-tone telephones
to input requests for fares and schedules. Many automated systems use a computergenerated voice (i.e. audiotex) to relay the information to the caller. [Miami, FL; Los
Angeles, CA; New York, NY; Baltimore, MD; Denver, CO]
Real-Time Pre-Trip Traveler Information
As can be seen from Figure 1, more than a dozen transit systems in the U.S. are installing
new automatic vehicle location (AVL) systems on their transit fleets.

Many of those

agencies which are installing new AVL systems are considering integration with pre-trip
traveler information services, so that real-time travel information is available to the transit
customer (or potential customer).

One system which already has an operational

telephone inquiry system with real-time transit schedules is Via Metropolitan Transit in San
Antonio, TX.

Transit Systems in Ann Arbor, Ml and Champaign-Urbana, IL are

experimenting with the use of public-access cable TV to provide real-time schedule and
11

Figure 1: North American AVL Systems
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real-time information. Both the California Smart Traveler and Twin Cities Smart Traveler
projects are considering a wide range of media for communicating real-time schedule
information to travelers, including touch-tone telephone (i.e. audiotex) and personal
computers connected to a telephone line (i.e. videotex).
Interactive Route Planning
Interactive capability can be added to pre-trip information systems to assist travelers in
route planning. Route guidance systems are being tested in private vehicles through
several FHWA-sponsored projects [TravTek in Orlando, FL; Pathfinder in Los Angeles,
CA; FAST-TRAC in Troy, Ml; ADVANCE in Chicago, IL] as well as a few privately funded
ventures [Zexel's NavMate in San Jose, CA]. Interactive kiosks which provide driving
directions to nearby hotels and attractions are already available at some rental car
agencies. However, transit-based route guidance systems remain few in number.
Houston, TX has installed multi-lingual interactive transit kiosks in three downtown
locations.

Travelers can view a cartoon style map of the city with transit routes

superimposed on it. Users can receive a printed copy of their route.
Tidewater Consultants in Norfolk, VA have developed a computerized system intended
to assist a telephone operator to respond to inquiries for trip planning. The system can
calculate the best route available based on the callers' choice of several criteria: departure
time, arrival time, lowest fare and accessibility. The system can accommodate multiple
transit modes and can be multilingual.

The system is installed and operating in

Washington D.C. and New York City. A bilingual interactive voice version is being tested
in San Diego, CA.
Real-time Rideshare Matching
Rideshare matching systems are available today in most metropolitan areas. These
systems are usually for trips regularly taken, i.e. 5-days-a-week home-to-work-to-home
commutes. The matching task is simple enough to be done by a human operator via
telephone or personal computer. The addition of dynamic real-time capabilities would
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enable commuters to make requests on a one-way, one-time and short-notice basis. This
type of system is not yet operational in North America, but is being developed in several
U.S. cities. [Houston, TX; Sacramento, CA; Bellevue, WA; California Smart Traveler, sites

to be determined]
Integrated Fare Media
Integrated fare media allows passengers to use one fare ticket for multiple travel modes
and multiple transit jurisdictions. This APTS function can be as simple as a revenuesharing agreement between transit companies or as high-tech as integrated circuits
embedded in transit farecards. [Oakland, CA; Los Angeles, CA]
The TransLink program in the San Francisco Bay area is testing a common ticket for the
three main transit agencies in the region: San Francisco Metropolitan Transit Commission
(bus and rail), Bay Area Rapid Transit (rail) and Central Contra Costa Transit Authority
(bus). The Translink ticket can store up to $75 in fare value and has no expiration date.
The automatic readers handle tickets much in the same way that BART tickets are
processed at BART station gates.
Mobility Manager
The Mobility Manager concept combines various functions of vehicle-based and travelerbased APTS functions. A Mobility Manager system coordinates transportation services
offered by multiple providers, involving a variety of transit modes and multiple sources of
funding. Similar to train and airline reservation systems, a Mobility Manager acts as a
clearinghouse of information on travel choices and processes the associated financial
transactions.

Advanced fare payment media, such as smart cards, can be used to

facilitate the transactions. Target populations for this service are often transportation
disadvantaged, such as elderly, disabled and low-income persons. [Norfolk, VA; Medford,
OR]
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2. Customer Interface
In-Terminal Information Systems
In-terminal information systems consist of electronic and computer display devices which
show "next bus" arrival times at transit stations and en route stops. These systems may
have the capacity for interactive traveler input and can b~ designed to accommodate
disabled travelers. Several U.S. cities display "next bus" information on closed circuit TV
at downtown transit malls. The information is not real-time, but based on fixed schedules.
Real-Time In-Terminal Information Systems
Six transit agencies in Florida, including MOTA, are in the process of installing automatic
location on their buses. [Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Tampa, Jacksonville, Palm Beach, and
Key West] These Florida agencies are among the many across the country to consider
integrating downtown "next bus" displays with AVL systems, in order to provide real-time
arrival estimations to the traveler. Other agencies are developing plans for an extensive
network of real-time "next bus" displays at key stops and transit stations. [Anaheim, CA;
Baltimore, MD]
In-Vehicle Information Systems
In-vehicle information systems consist of technical innovations which provide en route
support to the passenger and vehicle operator. Travelers are aided by on-board displays
which list routes, schedules, fares and connecting services.

The Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990 requires that all fixed route transit vehicles provide audio
information to passengers, identifying major intersections and key transit points. The ADA
implementation schedule has placed further emphasis on the need for multimedia invehicle systems.
Several transit authorities are in the process of developing automatic in-vehicle voice
announcement systems, a.k.a. "talking bus". A variation on the voice announcer is being
tested in Dallas, TX, Long Beach, CA, New York City, NY, Washington, D.C. and
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Wilmington, DE.

The system is activated when the operator opens the door and

passengers waiting at the stop can hear a digitized voice announce the vehicle's route
number and destination.
Advanced Fare Payment Media
Electronic ticketing allows transit agencies to collect detailed information on revenue,
passengers, origins and destinations, and automates a process which can be laborintensive.

If advanced fare payment media are used, the exchange of cash can be

eliminated entirely from the transaction. Media currently being considered by U.S. transit
agencies are magnetically-encoded farecards, credit cards, debit cards and 0 smart cards".
Smart cards contain a tiny microchip in a processor the size of a credit card which can
store values in memory and perform advanced processing functions, such as charging
different fare amounts for different times of day. These cards may either be 0 contactless"
proximity cards, such as the Touch & Pass system used in London, or require the card
to be physically inserted into a reader.
Several U.S. cities are in the beginning stages of utilizing smart cards for transit fare
payment [Chicago, IL; Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles, CA; Ann Arbor, Ml]. MinneapolisSt. Paul, MN is testing the use of smart cards for disabled passengers. Phoenix, AZ is
developing a transit credit card for use on its bus system.

Figure 2 shows the results

to an FTA-sponsored study which compared the utility of several advanced fare payment
media in transit operations.
3. Vehicle Operations and Communications

Automatic Vehicle Location
Automatic vehicle location (AVL) is a means of continuously monitoring the movement of
a fleet of vehicles. AVL has recently become a popular choice of technology upgrade
among transit agencies in the United States. Figure 1 lists five U.S. cities which have AVL
systems in regular use and fifteen cities which have plans underway for installation of AVL
systems. There are several technologies which can be used for determining the location
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Figure 2: Payment Method vs. Transit System Requirements
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of individual vehicles: on-board odometer, LORAN-C ground-based signal triangulation,
communication beacons placed on signposts, and the satellite-based global positioning
system (GPS).
Five transit agencies in Florida, including MOTA, are in the process of installing automatic
vehicle location on their buses. The three Florida agencies [Fort Lauderdale, West Palm
Beach and Tampa] have selected Motorola's signpost-and-odometer system. Tampa's
HARTiine will conduct a performance test of the AVL system over its entire route network
on August 9; the system should be operational by October 1993. West Palm Beach is
currently installing the system on its small fleet of 56 buses. The status of the agreement
between Motorola and Fort Lauderdale has been uncertain since July 1992 when, during
testing, Motorola's system did not meet the agency's standards for positional accuracy.
The second round of tests were scheduled for February 1993. PacTel Teletrac equipment
is temporarily being used until the Motorola system can meet performance specifications.
Automatic Vehicle Maintenance Tracking
Coupled with AVL systems, automatic vehicle maintenance systems have the potential to
monitor physical conditions of the bus and sounds an alarm if conditions deteriorate.
F&M Global of Houston, TX is developing an AVL system which monitors air brake
pressure, engine temperature and oil pressure, but does not have a product on the
market at this time.
Transit Operations Software
Transit operations software can provide technical support for various aspects of fleet
management operations: automated scheduling, vehicle and crew dispatch, passenger
counting, and even payroll accounting. New Jersey Transit uses computer software to
augment its route scheduling, payroll, and ridership counts. Chicago Transit Authority
has plans to integrate computer aided dispatching (CAD) with its automatic vehicle
location system, as part of the FTA-sponsored Chicago Smart Bus project. MOTA has
similar plans to integrate dispatching software with its AVL system.
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Automated Demand-Responsive Dispatching Systems
Automated demand-responsive dispatching systems schedule trips, dispatch shared-ride
vehicles, and perform accounting and billing functions through the use of computers and
advanced communications.

Such systems have been highly successful in many

European cities, and are beginning to be used in North America by paratransit services.
Portland, OR is the only transit agency in North America considering the implementation
of automatic demand-responsive dispatch throughout its entire transit network. MOTA
has recently contracted with a paratransit company to operate an automatic dispatching
system.
4. HOV Facility Operations

Traffic Signal Preemption for High Occupancy Vehicles
Traffic signal preemption (fSP) for buses has the potential to increase the efficiency of
both the transit system and the transportation network as a whole by giving priority to
higher occupancy vehicles. The CTA in Chicago, IL and the Broward County Division of
Mass Transit in Fort Lauderdale, FL are both planning to implement TSP. The CTA has
indicated that it will limit the use of TSP to buses which are behind schedule.

E. APTS Program Considerations
Discussions with the MOTA staff have yielded the following issues, concerns and
considerations for an APTS program.
•

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), MOTA is required to
equip all its buses with wheelchair lifts. ADA compliance is being coordinated with
MDTA's normal fleet replacement schedule. By the year 2000, all MOTA buses
should be equipped with wheelchair lifts.

•

While MOTA already has a high degree of automated information collection, this
information is not being disseminated to passengers.
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•

There was a general concern about crime and vandalism of MOTA equipment
installed in the field.

MOTA is currently experimenting with the placement and

monitoring of a video camera to guard agency equipment against vandalism.
•

MOTA will be installing devices on their buses which monitor maintenance
conditions, similar to "black box" flight recorders in airplanes.

Although the

communications system is capable of broadcasting to the dispatcher immediately
when a problem occurs, the decision to activate this function has not yet been
made by MOTA management.
•

Technology cannot solve problems which stem from institutional issues, such as

MOTA's fare setting policy._
•

MOTA is currently testing its Voice Response Unit (VRU) which automatically
responds to inquiries spoken over the telephone. The system currently used by
MOTA can only recognize English spoken without a foreign or regional accent.
However, the system can be enhanced to recognize other languages.

•

While MOTA currently has a high degree of computer automation, there is a wide
range in age and efficiency among their software and equipment.

After consultations with MOTA staff, five areas (in no order of priority) have been identified
for initial consideration in designing an APTS program.
• Smart Cards
Smart cards or other advanced media will be considered for multimodal (bus, rail
and people mover) and possibly multi-jurisdictional fare payment, plus payment for
park-and-ride lots.
Smart cards and other advanced fare payment media have numerous potential
benefits: suitability for multi-modal use, time-based flexible fare schedules, distance
based-fares, increased passenger convenience, more detailed data collection, and
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much improved accounting accuracy and revenue security. The more detailed
data collection also makes these media compatible with multi-jurisdictional fare
payment. Results of both the Fare Cross Elasticities and Allocation Study and the
Transit Fare Policy and Strategies study which CUTR staff is currently conducting
for MOTA, will be integrated into an operational test of smart card technology.
• Real-time Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring/ Passenger Counting

MOTA already has plans to install devices on the vehicles which monitor
maintenance conditions. Enhancements can be made so that more data
processing can be done on the vehicle, and exceptions can be broadcast to the
transit operations center in real-time. In addition, the devices could be expanded
to perform passenger counts.
• Real-time Multi-Lingual Telephone Information System

Software which assists in route planning is already available to MOTA telephone
operators. A touch-tone telephone communication system (Automatic Telephone
Information System, or ATI) and automatic voice recognition system (Voice
Response Unit, or VRU) are currently being tested. In addition, the automatic
voice recognition system currently used by MOTA is limited to English spoken
without a foreign or regional accent, a restriction which accommodates a minority
of Dade County residents.
The automatic voice recognition system could be expanded to include foreign
languages and better accommodate regional accents. The expanded system
could include the capacity for incorporating real-time schedule information, once
the county-wide AVL systems comes on line. The recent repeal of Dade County's
English-only ordinance facilitates this APTS priority.
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• Passenger Information Displays
MOTA already has considered the installation of television displays which show
11

next bus 11 schedule information at the downtown transit terminal. These displays

could be installed throughout the MOTA system: at bus transfer stations, in
Metrorail terminals and park-and-ride lots.
As mentioned above, MOTA has customized schedule and trip planning software
currently used by telephone operators. This type of software could be installed in
kiosks in the downtown terminals and heavily used transfer stations. This new
environment will require a user-friendly interface and geographic information
system.
In addition, both the overhead television displays and route planning kiosks could
include the capacity. for incorporating real-time schedule information, once the
county-wide AVL systems comes on line.
• Jitney Monitoring

Dade County has a severe problem with legal and illegal jitneys which duplicate
transit service at peak hours, thus taking away much-needed revenue from MDTA.
Legal jitneys purchase a license from the county to provide transit service, but are
restricted to certain areas. Many licensed jitneys disobey this restriction because ·
enforcement is extremely difficult. AVL units could be installed on licensed jitneys,
so that MOTA can monitor the position of these vehicles and know if these vehicles
are entering into restricted areas. Several institutional factors would have to be
considered, particularly what benefits the jitney operator receives in exchange for
increased surveillance.
Results of the Jitney Enforcement Strategies study, which CUTR staff is currently
conducting for MOTA, will be integrated into an operational test of automatic jitney
monitoring.
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IV. APTS Research and Development Plan
This section presents an outline for an operational test of each of the five APTS research
areas identified during the needs assessment phase of this project. This section contains
an assessment of available technology, list of product vendors, scope of operational test,
cost estimate, implementation time frame and evaluation plan for a suggested operational
test of each APTS technology. If MOTA chooses to pursue one or more of these areas,
MOTA should establish details within the parameters put forth in this Strategic Plan.
The eight-step Implementation Plan for an operational test is constant among the five
APTS research areas of need for MOTA. These steps are as follows:
1. Identify Private Industry Partners
2. Negotiate Participation Details and Cost-Share Agreement
3. Design Operational Test and Evaluation Plan
4. Install Equipment
5. Conduct Operational Test
6. Analyze Data
7. Summarize and Report Evaluation Results
8. Determine Feasibility of Permanent Installation
CUTR has already identified private industry partners (Step 1) for each technology area,
the results of which are contained in this document. For each of the five areas, this
Strategic Plan lists equipment vendors and the degree to which the technology is
established vs. experimental.

CUTR has found that the more experimental the

technology, the more willing private industry tends to be to consider cost sharing
agreements. However, several vendors of established technologies have shown interest
in leasing options or small-scale operational tests. Negotiation of a cost-share agreement
(Step 2) is totally under the purview of MOTA.
The "Scope of Operation Test" entries provide outer-bound parameters for a test of APTS
technology presented here. It is always possible for MDTA to conduct an operational test
smaller in scale. For example, it is possible for MOTA to install passenger information
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displays in only a subset of the 34 locations listed in this report. During Step 3 of the
implementation process, MOTA should determine how many displays should be installed,
and at what locations.
The cost estimates provided here include equipment purchase and installation. These
estimates do not include day-to-day operational expenses or program evaluation.
The time required for equipment installation (Step 4) varies among the different
technologies, from a few days to several months. For all five APTS research areas, CUTR
estimates that the time required to conduct an operational test (Step 5) is 8 months to
one year, during which time evaluation data should be collected. This report provides
criteria by which an operational test of each APTS technology should be evaluated.
MOTA must determine a more detailed plan for the collection, analysis and reporting of
evaluation data (Steps 5-7).
Evaluation (Steps 6 and 7) is becoming an increasingly important component of the
federal IVHS program. As IVHS funding through the ISTEA legislation enters its third
year, the public has begun to demand results from operational tests, to determine if these
new technologies have the kind of societal benefits which justify their cost. Unfortunately,
most IVHS projects funded in FY 1992 and FY 1993 did not contain an evaluation
component. The solicitation for future rounds of federal IVHS operational tests, however,
will require all projects to contain an evaluation plan. Finally, the feasibility of permanent
installation will have to be determined by MOTA (Step 8).
A. Passenger Information Displays

MOTA has already considered the installation of television displays which show "next bus"
schedule information at its downtown transit terminal. Displays such as these could be
installed throughout the MOTA system. These displays should include the capacity for
incorporating real-time schedule information, once the county-wide AVL system comes
on line.
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AEG Westinghouse manufacturers a "Smart Kiosk" specifically for display of real-time
transit information. Smaller companies have developed similar display units, though not
specifically for transit applications.

Some of these companies may be interested in

participating in an operational test of their display technology. One such company is
PacTel Teletrac of Ft. Lauderdale. CUTR has prepared a grant application to the Federal
Transit Administration APTS Program for an operational test of PIDs, with PacTel Teletrac
contributing services equipment and in-kind services.
Scope of Operational Test:
The best placement of Passenger Information Displays (PIDs) would be in major transfer
points and park-and-ride lots. The MOTA Transit Development Plan identifies 6 Metrobus
transfer points, 10 active park-and-ride lots for Metrobus and 18 park-and-ride lots for
Metrorail.
Where applicable, locations which are natural origin/destination pairs should both be
equipped with PIDs, such as Golden Glades Park-and-Ride lot and the Downtown
Metrobus Terminal/Government Center Metrorail Station. If MOTA chooses to evaluate
different automated functions, the PIDs should be placed in locations where highfrequency use is expected, for example trip-planning at the Miami International Airport
Terminal and real-time "next bus" display at the Omni Bus Terminal.

The cost of installing Passenger Information Displays (PIDs) at the locations listed above
ranges from $13,600 to $510,000.

These cost estimates vary from Westinghouse's

$15,000 to PacTel Teletrac's $400 display. (The PacTel Teletrac estimate represents
substantial in-kind contribution of product development staff time. See Section V Funding
Sources, below.)
34 locations@ $15,000 per Westinghouse "Smart Kiosk":
OR 34 locations@ $400 per PacTel display:
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$510,000
$13,600

Implementation Time Frame:
According to PacTel Teletrac, the time required for installation of PIDs is "nominal"
compared to the time required to install AVL on MDTA's 500 buses.
Evaluation Plan:
The primary objective in an operational test of PIDs is to evaluate how the customer
interfaces with the system. This objective should be measured using a variety of
methods, including on-the-spot interviews, silent observation, and the PIDs' own internal
log.

The PIDs at each location should be evaluated, and external factors such as

position, lighting, display quality, pedestrian traffic, etc. should be recorded. If the PIDs
offer a variety of functions, such as route planning, "next bus" information and voice
response, the utility of each of these functions to the customer should be evaluated.
Through careful siting of the PIDs, MOTA could experiment with different categories of
transit customer: peak-period commuter, off-peak shopper, transit-dependent, choice
user, elderly, and student. Finally, the impact on ridership on routes affected by the PIDs
must be measured, through revenue counting by route or manual or automatic passenger
counting.
B. Jitney Monitoring

Dade County has a severe problem with legal and illegal jitneys which duplicate transit
service at peak hours, thus taking away much-needed revenue from MOTA.

MOTA

estimates that it loses $5 million per year to jitneys operating illegally. (In July of 1992,
the County conducted an intensive jitney enforcement campaign.

MOTA revenues

increased $440,000 compared to July of the previous year.) Legal jitneys purchase a
license from the county, but are restricted to providing service only within certain
geographic boundaries.

Many licensed jitneys disobey this restriction because

enforcement is extremely difficult. What is needed for enforcement is a simple, low-cost
AVL system to monitor the position of licensed jitneys. The AVL system could monitor
the stop-and-start pattern of the jitneys to detect if they are picking up passengers; this
information could be used to dispatch a police vehicle to issue a citation.
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Dade County's relationship with licensed jitneys improved considerably in the aftermath
of Hurricane Andrew. Funded by a federal emergency relief grant, MOTA paid jitney
operators to provide transit service to the areas hardest hit by the hurricane. However,
the grant expired in August 19.93. MOTA contracted Red Top Sedan, a jitney broker, to
operate seven routes in south Dade County, including the profitable South pixie Highway.
Jitneys may now operate, unsubsidized, on routes of their choosing or subcontract to this
private broker in south Dade. The County Commission also passed a jitney enforcement
ordinance which charges the county Consumer Affairs Office with the enforcement task,
and enables the Metro-Dade police to impound a jitney after three violations.
PacTel Teletrac offers a low-cost AVL system.

Their positioning system uses

"triangulation", in which a vehicle's position is determined by comparing its signal received
at several antennas installed throughout a metropolitan area.

The company has a

network of antennas set up throughout the entire Southeast Florida region.

Their

customers have primarily been commercial fleet operators, however the company is
making its first entrance into transit applications.

Broward County has hired PacTel

Teletrac to enhance Motorola's AVL system which is now being installed. The PacTel
Teletrac product is an order of magnitude less in cost than AVL systems currently used
by transit agencies.
Low-cost AVL should also be useful in monitoring paratransit services to elderly and
handicapped residents, and in implementing a demand-responsive paratransit system.
However, installation of AVL units on paratransit vehicles is a completely separate task
from jitney monitoring.
Scope of Operational Test:
This operational test will require an AVL device installed on the 200 jitneys currently
licensed by MOTA.
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Cost:
Using estimate from PacTel Teletrac, the total cost of installing a simple AVL system on
the 200 jitneys currently licensed by MOTA is $80,000, including fleet management
software.
$80,000

200 jitneys @ $400 per AVL unit:
Implementation Time Frame:

Since the PacTel Teletrac units are magnetized to affix onto any metal surface, installation
time is "almost instantaneous", according to PacTel Teletrac. These units can also be
hard-wired to buses (and rail cars, if desired). The unit itself must be installed inseparable
from the official MOTA license all jitney operators must have on their vehicles. This way,
it would be impossible for a jitney operator to remove the unit and still operate legally.
Evaluation Plan:
Automatic and manual enforcement are difficult to compare because the two methods are
fundamentally different. AVL-based jitney enforcement monitors the vehicle, whereas
manual jitney enforcement monitors a geographic area.

The two methods can be

compared, however, by keeping project costs constant and measuring effectiveness. The
two methods could be tested simultaneously in different geographic areas of Dade ·
County, or testing in the same area during different time periods.
It is recommended that MOTA conduct a test in which transit officers are assigned to
manually issue citations to illegal jitneys during a specified test period. (In Brooklyn, the
New York City Transit Authority dedicated 26 officers to the task over a seven mile
corridor during a five week jitney enforcement "sweep" period. The result was a revenue
increase of $542,000 from increased ridership and $187,000 from fines, a profit over the
$365,000 it cost to operate the program.) For automatic data collection, AVL units should
be installed on licensed jitneys and their movements monitored. The AVL system can
automatically recognize violations and issue citations (possibly through the mail).
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The two methods should be compared using the following criteria:
•

number of citations issued

•

amount of revenue collected through violation fines

•

number of violators' licenses revoked

•

decrease in citations over time, reflecting the degree to which illegal jitney
operators take the enforcement system seriously

•

increase in MOTA revenue

For more information, see the reports from the Jitney Enforcement Strategies project
currently being conducted by CUTR for MOTA.
C. Smart Cards
Smart cards contain a tiny microchip and processor the size of a credit card. The chip
can store values in memory and perform advanced processing functions, such as
charging different fare amounts for different times of day. .This type of fare payment
media has numerous potential benefits: suitability for multi-modal use and time-based
flexible fare schedules, increased passenger convenience, more detailed data collection,
and much improved accounting accuracy and revenue security. The more detailed data
collection also makes these media compatible with multi-jurisdictional fare payment.

A half dozen cities in North America are the in the beginning stages of utilizing smart
cards for transit fare payment. Three companies have emerged as vendors of Smart
Card systems: Microcard Technologies, Schlumberger and AT&T. During a brainstorming
session conducted by CUTR, MOTA expressed the opinion that Smart Cards and readers
should be installed throughout the entire MOTA system.
Scope of Operational Test:
The maximum possible target population of Smart Card customers is the 17,000 people
who currently purchase monthly passes from MOTA at full or reduced fare.

The

maximum possible scope of deployment is the installation of Smart Card readers on
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MDTA's entire vehicle fleet and coverage area: 500 Metrobus vehicles, 21 Metrorail
stations, and 9 Metromover stations (assuming 2 entrances and an average of 1.5
turnstiles for each Metrorail and Metromover station).
Cost:
Averaging cost estimates received from the vendors mentioned above, the approximate
cost of deploying Smart Cards throughout the entire MDTA system is $692,000, not
including installation and maintenance. One manufacturer estimates that installation and
maintenance costs can be over twice as much as equipment costs.
590 reader/interface units
17,000 Smart Cards

@ $1000 per unit:

$590,000

@ $6 per payment card:

$102,000
$692,000

Total:
Implementation Time Frame:

According to the AT&T Smart Card Group, installation of readers and interface units on
MDTA's 500 buses would require eight working days.
Evaluation Plan:
A federally-sponsored study suggests that smart cards have advantages over
conventional fare payment systems with regards to speed of vehicle boarding, detail of
data collection, accounting accuracy, passenger convenience, maintainability, revenue
security and system cost. An operational test should measure these criteria before and
after smart card deployment. As part of a "special pass" program, the smart cards should
be tested on a designated category of transit customer: peak-period commuter, off-peak
shopper, transit-dependent, choice user, elderly, student, etc.

Finally, the impact on

ridership on routes which use the smart cards must be measured, through revenue
counting by route or manual or automatic passenger counting.
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D. Real-Time Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring/Passenger Counting
As part of the county-wide 800 MHz communication system, an AVL system will be
installed on all MOTA buses .. MOTA staff identified two types of additional information
which would be useful to system operators if received in real-time: maintenance
conditions and passenger counts.
A Federal Transit Administration document identifies F&M Global as a vendor for a system
which includes mechanical alarms for brake air pressure, engine temperature and oil
pressure. However, CUTR's research has found that no such products currently exist on
the market.
Automatic Passenger Counters, however, are manufactured by three companies in North
America: Urban Transportation Associates, Red Pine Instruments, and Micro Tronix. The
need for an operational test of this equipment is unlikely, since such equipment has been
operational in transit systems for over 1O years. These companies are accustomed to
leasing their equipment on a short-term basis, to enable transit agencies to collect Section
15 data. The cost of leasing equipment from Urban Transit Associates is $500 per bus
per month, including installation and maintenance.
Automatic Passenger Counters work by projecting two adjacent light beams across the
boarding area of a bus or railcar. By measuring the pattern of break and resumption of
the two beams, the APC units can determine if a person has boarded or disembarked the
vehicle. Careful placement of the units is required for the system to operate correctly.
Scope of Operational Test:
Representatives from Urban Transportation Associates recommend that Automatic
Passenger Counting equipment need only be installed on 10% of a transit agency's
vehicles for an accurate system-wide data capture (i.e. 50 buses for MOTA) ..
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According to Urban Transportation Associates, the cost of installing Automatic Passenger
Counting equipment on the MOTA system is $375,000, including data integration software
and installation.
$375,000

50 buses @ $7,500 per APC unit:
Implementation Time Frame:

According to Urban Transportation Associates, installation time is approximately one day
per APC unit (i.e. 10 weeks for MOTA).
Evaluation Plan:
An operational test of an Automatic Passenger Counting system should compare APCs
to a manual checker system in terms of accuracy and cost. It is recommended that
MOTA conduct a test in which checkers are hired to manually record passenger counts
for specified routes and time period. (The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
used a two month evaluation period and installed APC units on three buses.) The data
gathered manually should then be compared to those collected by the APC units. The
costs of manual and automatic data collection should then be compared.
E. Real-Time Multi-Lingual Telephone Information System

Software which assists in route planning is already available to MOTA telephone
operators.

A touch-tone telephone communication system (Automatic Telephone

Information System, or ATI) and automatic voice recognition system (Voice Response
Unit, or VRU) from Megadyne Information Systems are currently being tested.
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Scope of Operational Test:
An operational test of new technologies would entail either or both of the following
enhancements to MDTA's current system:
•

integration of real-time bus location data from the Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) system that Harris Corporation will be installing in the next
30 months

•

addition of a Spanish language module to the automatic voice response unit

Tele Ride Sage estimates that the development of a Spanish-language module would cost
from $400,000 to $750,000, depending on the complexity of the messages produced by
the telephone system. The integration of real-time bus location data from the AVL system
would cost from $50,000 to· $200,000, depending on the extent to which the real-time
information would change the static schedule database.
Integration of real-time data from AVL:

$125,000

Development of Spanish-language module:

$575,000

Implementation Time Frame:
TeleRide Sage also estimates that development of a Spanish-language module would take
eight months to one year. Integration of the real-time AVL bus location data would take
two to eight months.
Evaluation Plan:
The primary objective of an operational test of a Telephone Information Systems is to
evaluate the utility of the new technology to callers. Callers should be asked:
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•
•

if they find real-time transit information useful
if they perceive the real-time information as more useful or more accurate
than a static schedule database

•

how often they call-in to the information service

•

how the real-time information causes them to change their travel behavior,
i.e. mode and time of departure

User interviews could be combined with the telephone information service itself, asking
random callers if they could stay on the line for a few moments to answer survey
questions.
For evaluation of a Spanish-langu_age module, user surveys should be conducted in
Spanish at the customer's option. The operational test should measure the increase in
ridership and customer satisfaction among Spanish-speaking Dade County residents.
The operational test should also measure the impact that the service has on ridership,
and weigh the revenue benefits of increased ridership against the cost of the new system.
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V. FUNDING OPTIONS

Federal Sources
The lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 authorizes $660 million over
six years for research and operational tests of IVHS technologies. The federal share
cannot exceed 80 percent on any IVHS project except those that are determined to be
"innovative, high-risk operational or analytical tests that do not attract non-Federal
commitments but. are determined as having significant potential to help accomplish longterm goals."

Transit projects are typically funded through the Federal Transit

Administration's Advanced Public Transit Systems program.
Solicitations of IVHS Operational Tests are issued periodically. A solicitation was issued
May 8, 1992 and awarded in January of 1993. Out of the 16 projects funded, 5 were
transit-related. Total funding for this solicitation was $75 million. During the FY 1994
funding cycle, USDOT will issue separate solicitations for different functional areas of
IVHS: commercial vehicles, traffic management, traveler information, etc. The May 8,
1992 Federal Register solicitation lists selection criteria of the federal IVHS Operational test
program.
Another possible source of funding is the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
Improvement (CMAQ) program. Types of projects eligible for use of these funds are cited
in Section 108(f)(1)(A) of the Clean Air Act. However, the Miami area's CMAQ funds are
committed to other projects up through FY 1996, after that time CMAQ funds are
expected to dry up for Florida metropolitan areas.
Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor System
The Southeast Florida Intelligent Corridor System, funded by the Federal Highway
Administration, is another possible source of funding for an operational test of APTS
technology. ICS documents state that the project will encompass all functional areas of
IVHS, including transit. It is possible for MOTA to design an operational test of APTS
technology which would also encourage modal diversion, one of the four ICS objectives.
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The local project administrator, Florida Department of Transportation, District 6, would
make decisions regarding ICS funding of an MOTA operational test (See Appendix A).
TRANSIT-IDEA Program

·

The Transportation Research Board has instituted the TRANSIT-IDEA program to
encourage innovation in various aspects of transit operations: technologies, methods,
management processes, materials, and system operations. The program announcement
states that TRANSIT-IDEA projects should "increase the effectiveness of transit service
operations by applying advanced communications and delivery systems to improve
ridership and service management." The maximum award is $100,000. Projects are to
be completed within one year. Proposals can be submitted at any time through April
1994; awards will be issued once in each quarter (See Appendix A).
Private Funding
Private companies may work jointly with public agencies or provide direct funding for
APTS projects. CUTR conducted an aggressive campaign to recruit private industry
partners by compiling a list of high-tech companies with an emphasis on local economic
development and conversion of military technologies to commercial applications. CUTR
specifically targeted companies in Florida with a history of developing technologies for
NASA or the Department of Defense.

CUTR staff "cold-called" over 75 high-tech

companies in Florida, and mailed a prospectus of MDTA's APTS program to 50 of these ·
companies. In July, CUTR staff conducted site visits of three of the interested companies
in the Miami area to discuss the possibility of partnership in detail: PacTel Teletrac, Digital
Equipment Corporation and Motorola.
PacTel Teletrac has indicated a willingness to provide up to 12 display units, "a number
of' AVL units, and associated in-kind services for an operational test of real-time
passenger information displays.

MOTA and CUTR will explore other private sector

opportunities. Companies which have indicated an interest in entering into a partnership
with MOTA are listed in Appendix B.
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VI. SUMMARY

This report lists the primary areas for consideration in the development of an APTS
program for MDTA. Many of. these areas are improvements to technology previously
developed by MOTA. In keeping with the basic FTA evaluation criteria, the outline of
APTS program considerations match available technology to MDTA's particular areas of
need.

Appropriate private sector companies have also been identified to foster

partnerships within these areas of need.
An operational and evaluation demonstration for real-time passenger information displays
(PIDs) has been identified as the first APTS program element. A detailed operational test
plan for this project, as well as for the other areas of need identified by MOTA, has been
presented.

In addition, a grant application to the Federal Transit Administration was

prepared as a companion to this document. PacTel Teletrac Corporation, located in Ft.
Lauderdale, has indicated a strong willingness to form a partnership in this endeavor with
MOTA This particular project demonstration will also be integrated with the Southeast
Florida Intelligent Corridor System project, and be structured to encourage and facilitate
inter-modal, regional tripmaking efficiency.
The immediate "next steps" will include:
(1)

Finalize scope of work for operational test of Passenger Information
Displays: test plan, protocol, and evaluation measures.

(2)

Approval of demonstration grant application submittal from the Dade County
Commission and Metro-Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization.

(3)

Formal submission of the PIO demonstration grant application by MOTA to

FTA.
(4)

Exploration and solidification of all other options for initial funding for the PID
project such as FHWA (through the ICS project), the IVHS "IDEA" program,
private sector cost-sharing, and other options.
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Appendix A
External Contacts
Federal Transit Administration

IVHS America APTS Committee

Ron Fisher/ Ron Boenau
Advanced Public Transportation Systems
Program
Federal Transit Administration
Office of Technical Assistance, UTS-30
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Room 6102
Washington, D.C. 20590
Phone: (202) 366-0195

Chair: Michael Bolton
Executive Director
Ann Arbor Transit Authority
2700 S. Industrial Highway
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
Phone: (313) 973-6500

Brian Glen
Federal Transit Administration
Region 4 Office
1720 Peachtree, N.W., Suite 400
Atlanta, GA 30309
Phone: (404) 347-7850

Chris Body
APTS Committee Staffer
IVHS America
1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.,
Suite 510
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 857-1202

IVHS America

Southeast Florida ICS
Florida Department of Transportation
Bill Lewis
Traffic Operations Engineer
Florida Department of Transportation
District 6 Office
1000 N.W. 111th Avenue
Miami, FL 33172
Phone: (305) 470-5335

Rene R. Rodriguez
lntermodal Programs Manager
FOOT District 6 Offices
602 S. Miami Ave.
Miami, FL 33130
Phone: (305) 377-5906
Rafael E. De Arazoza
District Planning Manager
FOOT District 6 Offices
602 S. Miami Ave.
Miami, FL 33130
Phone: (305) 377-5910

Steve Shapiro
JHK & Associates
10220 N.W. 47th Street
Sunrise, FL 33351
·
Phone: (305) 746-3038
B. Douglas Coomer, P.E.
Senior Associate
Kimley-Horn & Associates
4431 Embarcadero Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
Phone: (407) 845-0665
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TRANSIT-IDEA Program
Dr. K. Thirumali
Transportation Research Board
Division of Special Programs
2101 Constitution Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20418
Phone: (800) 424-9818
Rickenbacker Causeway AVI
Roger Hernstadt
Chief of Public Services
Finance, Causeways and Computer
Division
Department of Public Works
Dade County
111 N.W. 1st Street, Suite 1610
Miami, FL 33128
Phone: (305) 375-2940
Miami International Airport AVI
John Hamill
Chief of Information Systems
Engineering and Support Services
Miami International Airport
Dade County Aviation Department
P.O. Box 592075
Miami, FL 33159
Phone: (305) 876-0265
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Appendix B
Transit Agency Contacts

real-time "next bus" displays

Bellevue Transportation Management
Association
500 108th Ave., N.E., Suite 210
Bellevue, VA 98004
Phone: (206) 453-0644
Contact: Cathy Blumenthal
Bellevue Smart Traveler
real-time rideshare matching

Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor Transit Authority
2700 South Industrial Hwy.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
Phone: (313) 973-6500
Fax: (313) 973-6338
Contact: Michael Bolton

California Smart Traveler*
California Department of Transportation
5900 Folsom Blvd.
P.O. Box 19128
Sacramento, CA 95819-0128
Contact: (916) 323-2644
Contact: Bob Ratliff

Ann Arbor Smart Bus, transit schedules
via cable TV, advanced fare payment
media, automatic vehicle location

transit schedules via home computers
real-time rideshare matching

Anaheim
City of Anaheim Public
Department
200 S. Anaheim Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92805
Phone: (714) 254-5183
Contact: Donald Dey

Works

Champaign-Urbana
Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District
801 East University Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801-2096
Phone: (217) 384-8188
Fax: (217) 384-5450
Contact: Robert Patton
transit schedules via cable TV, automatic
vehicle location

Baltimore
Mass Transit Administration of Maryland
300 West Lexington Street
Baltimore, MD 21201-3415
Phone: (410) 433-4088
Contact: Venkat Rao
Baltimore Smart Bus

real-time "next bus" displays, telephone
information system, . automatic vehicle
location

Chicago
Chicago Transit Authority
Merchandise Mart Plaza
P.O. Box 3555
Chicago, IL 60654
Phone: (312) 664-7200
Fax: (312) 661-0112
Contact: Dave Phillips

Bellevue
Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle
(Seattle Metro)
821 Second Ave. Exchange Building
Seattle, WA 98104
Phone: (206) 684-1692
Contact: Lonny Sewell

Chicago Smart Bus, advanced fare
payment media, transit operations
software, automatic vehicle location
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Dallas
Dc1llas Area Rapid Transit
601 Pacific
Dallas, TX 75202
Phone: (214) 658-6663
Contact: Paul Ledwitz
in-vehicle voice response,
vehicle location

Jacksonville
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
100 North Myrtle Ave.
P.O. Drawer 0
Jacksonville, FL 32203
Phone: (904) 630-3153
Fax: (904) 630-3166
Contact: Joseph Mistrot
automatic vehicle location

automatic

Denver
Regional Transportation District
1600 Blake St.
Denver, CO 80202
Phone: (303) 299-9000
Contact: Lou Ha
Denver Smart Bus
telephone information system, automatic
vehicle location

Kansas City
Kansas City Area Transportation
Authority
1350 East 17th Street
Kansas City, MO 64108
Phone: (816) 346-0216
Fax: (816) 346-0305
Contact: Steve Billings
automatic vehicle location

Ft. Lauderdale
Broward County Division of Mass Transit
3201 West Copans Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069-5199
Phone: (305) 357-8391
Fax: (305) 357-8305
Contact: Glen Margolis
automatic vehicle location

Key West
Key West Port and Transit Authority
(PATA)
627 Palm Ave.
P.O. Box 1078
Key West, FL 33040
Phone: (305) 294-3721
Contact: Charles Hamlin
automatic vehicle location

Houston
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris
County
1201 Louisiana
P.O. Box 61429
Houston, TX 77208-1429
Phone: (713) 739-4078
Fax: (713) 739-4697
Contact: Steve Albert
Houston Smart Traveler, interactive route
planning kiosk, real-time rideshare
matching, automatic vehicle location

Long Beach
Long Beach Transit
1300 Gardenia Ave.
P.O. Box 731
Long Beach, CA 90801
Phone: (213) 591-8753
Fax: (213) 218-1994
in-vehicle voice response
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Los Angeles
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main St.
Los Angeles, CA 90013
Phone: (213) 972-6000
Fax: (213) 972-4325
telephone information system, advanced
fare payment media

Metropolitan Transit Commission
560 Sixth Ave. North
Minneapolis, MN 5541-4398
Phone: (612) 349-7400
Fax: (612) 349-7612
Twin Cities Smart Traveler, transit
schedules via home computers,
advanced fare payment media

Rogue Valley
Rogue Valley Council of Governments
155 S. Second St.
P.O. Box 3275
Central Point, OR 97502
Phone: (503) 664-6674
Contact: Gary Shaff

New Jersey
New Jersey Transit Corporation (NJ
Transit)
Mccarter Highway & Market Street
P.O. Box 10009
Newark, NJ 07101
Phone: (201) 491-7277
Fax: (201) 491-7414
Contact: Mark Revis
transit operations software, automatic
vehicle location

Rogue Valley Transportation District
3200 Crater Lake Ave.
Medford, OR 97504
Phone: (503) 799-5821
Rogue Valley Mobility Manager

New York City
Metropolitan Transit Authority
347 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10017
Phone: (212) 878-7000
Fax: (212) 878-7031
telephone information system, in-vehicle
voice response

Milwaukee
Milwaukee County Transit System
1942 North 17th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53205
Phone: (414) 278-4888
Fax: (414) 344-7080
Contact: Ron Rutkowski
automatic vehicle location

Norfolk
Tidewater Transportation District
Commission
P.O. Box 2096
Norfolk, VA 23501
Phone: (804) 627-9291
Fax: (804) 533-5636
Contact: Carol Russell
Norfolk Mobility Manager, automatic
vehicle location

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Regional Transit Board
230 E. Fifth St.
St. Paul, MN 55101
Phone: (612) 292-8789
Contact: Howard Blin
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Palm Beach
Palm Beach County Transportation
Authority (COTRAN)
Building S-1440, P.B.I.A.
West Palm Beach, FL 33406-1.498
Phone: (407) 686-4558
Fax: (407) 686-6253
Contact: Jerry Bryan
automatic vehicle location

Salem, OR
Salem Area Mass Transit District
3140 Del Webb Ave., N.E.
Salem, OR 97303-4165
Phone: (503) 588-2885
Fax: (503) 588-0209
in-vehicle voice response
San Antonio
VIA Metropolitan Transit
800 West Myrtle St.
P.O. Box 12489
San Antonio, TX 78212
Phone: (512) 227-5371
Fax: (512) 227-0584
Contact: Dennis Perkinson
transit schedules via cable TV, automatic
vehicle location

Phoenix
City of Phoenix Transit System
Public Transit Department
101 South Central Ave., Suite 600
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Phone: (602) 262-7242
Fax: (602) 495-2002
advanced fare payment media
Portland
Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation
District (Tri-Met)
4012 Southeast 17th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202-3993
Phone: (503) 238-4878
Fax: (503) 239-6451
Contact: Park Woodworth
Portland Smart Bus
demand responsive dispatch

San Diego
San Diego Transit Corporation
P.O. Box 2511
San Diego, CA 92112-2511
Phone: (619) 238-0100
Fax: (619) 696-8159
bilingual interactive telephone information
system
San Francisco-Oakland
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District (BART)
800 Madison St.
P.O. Box 12688
Oakland, CA 94604-2688
Phone: (510) 464-4600
Fax: (510) 464-6049

Sacramento
Sacramento Regional Transit District
P.O. Box 2110
Sacramento, CA 95812-2110
Phone: (916) 321-2800
Fax: (916) 444-2156
real-time rideshare matching

Central Contra Costa Transit Authority
2477 Arnold Industrial Hwy.
Concord, CA 94520
Phone: (415) 676-1976
Fax: (415) 687-7306
multi-jurisdictional fare payment
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San Mateo
San Mateo County Transit District
1250 San Carlos Ave.
P.O. Box 3006
San Carlos, CA 94070-1306
Phone: (415) 508-6200
Fax: (415) 508-6281
automatic vehicle location
Sheboygan
Sheboygan Transit System
608 S. Commerce
Sheboygan, WI 53081
Phone: (414) 459-3281
Contact: Ray Anne Brunette
automatic vehicle location
Tampa
Hillsborough Area Regional
Transportation Authority (HART)
4305 East 21st Ave.
Tampa, FL 33605
Phone: (813) 623-5835
Fax: (813) 664-1119
Contact: Steve Roberts
automatic vehicle location
Washington D.C.
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority
600 Fifth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Phone: (202) 962-1234
Fax: (202) 962-1133
interactive telephone information system,
in-vehicle voice response, advanced fare
payment media
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Appendix C
APTS Product Vendors

* contacted by

11

11

cold-calling
+ sent MOTA APTS needs assessment
"' returned letter-of-interest (enclosed)
Florida Address:
10836 S.W. 188th St.
Miami, FL 33157
Phone: (305) 232-2730
Contact: Jose Alvarez
Smart Cards, Maintenance Monitoring,
Telephone
Information
Systems,
Passenger Information Displays, Jitney
Monitoring

*+AEG Westinghouse Transportation
Systems
1501 Lebanon Church Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15236-1491
Phone: (412) 655-5700
Contact: Ken Fraelich ·
Transportation Management Systems
Division
P.O. Box 17320
Baltimore, MD 21203-7320
Phone: (410) 765-8329
Contact: Frances Sliwinski, Marketing
Representative
Passenger Information Displays

*+Andrew Kintec Corporation
12205 28th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33716-1823
Phone: (813) 573-7866
Contact: Donnie E. Allen

AT&T Smart Card Group
55 Corporate Drive
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
Phone: (908) 658-8866
Fax: (908) 658-2839
Contact: Catherine Gaffney
Smart Cards

* +"'ComGraphix
620 E Street
Clearwater, FL 34616
Phone: (813) 443-6807
Fax: (813) 443-7585
Contact: Robert Cooper, Vice President
Software for all five areas

*+"'AT&T -Telecommunications
Rm 15863, 55 Corporate Dr.
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
Phone: (908) 658-6251
Fax: (908) 658-2839
Contact: Bill Winship, Marketing Engineer

*+Defense Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 7909
3030 Horseshoe Dr.
Naples, FL 33941
Phone: (813) 643-6660
Contact: Robin Bubolz
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*+"Digital Equipment Corporation
5757 Blue Lagoon Drive, Suite 230
Miami, FL 33126
Phone: (305) 262-4817
Fax: (305) 262-4811
Contact: Tony Cassio, Sales Executive
All Five Areas

*+"Instrument Control Service
P.O. Box 7126
Pensacola, FL 32534
Phone: (904) 479-3556
Fax: (904) 479-7523
Contact: Steve Campbell, Sales Engineer
Manufacturing capabilities In all five
areas

*+Encore Computer Corp.
100 N. Babcock
Melbourne, FL 32935
Phone: (407) 255-8083
Contact: Ron Cunningham

* + Keltec

Florida, Inc
P.O. Box 2917
Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32549
Phone: (904) 244-0043
Contact: Rosemary Hillyer

*+Electro Corporation
1845 57th Street
Sarasota, FL 34243-2296
Phone: (813) 355-8411
Contact: Steven Anderson

*+"Lazer Data Corporation
123 Tech Drive
Sanford, FL 32771-6663
Phone: (407) 843-8975
Fax: (407) 321-3070
Contact: Chris Baker, Product Manager
Data Acquisition

*+Gates Energy Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 147114
Gainesville, FL 32614-7114
Phone: (904) 462-3911
Contact: Kim B. Edwards

*+Litton Systems, Inc.
2787 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Apopka, FL 32703
Phone: (407) 297-4425
Contact: Dough Stanley

*+General Elec. Co. - Aerospace
P.O. Box 2825
1800 Volusia Ave
Daytona Beach, FL 32114-2825
Phone: (904) 258-2808
Contact: Kyle Sorrell

*+"Mark IV Industries
5915 Morrow Mill Rd.
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
Contact: Alex Castro, Marketing Manager
Phone: (919) 929-6368
Fax: (919) 968-3938

*+Grumman Aerospace Corp.
2000 Nasa Blvd.
Melbourne FL 32902
Phone: (407) 951-6995
Contact: Neil Mullins

Florida Address:
9200 S. Dadeland, Suite 101
Miami, FL 33156
Phone: (305) 670-6907
Contact: Al Norweb
Data Acquisition, Jitney Monitoring
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*+"'Martin Marietta Corporation

*+""Metric Systems Corporation
Naval Systems Divisions
645 Anchors Street
Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32548
Phone: (904) 244-9600
Fax: (904) 244-8524
Contact: John Brink, Marketing Engineer
Manufacturing capabilities and subassemblies in all five areas

P.O. Box 555837 (MP 450)
Orlando, FL 32855-5837
Phone: (407) 356-2020
Fax: (407) 356-1380
Contact: Jack Twigg, Director of
Technologies
Smart Cards, Maintenance Monitoring,
Telephone
Information
Systems,
Passenger Information Displays, Jitney
Monitoring

MicroCard Technologies, Inc.
15851 N. Dallas Parkway, Suite 500
Dallas, TX 75248
Phone: (214) 770-5503
Fax: (214) 239-7138
Contact: Christopher Zehnacker,
International Marketing
Smart Cards

*+"'McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Missile Systems
701 Columbia Blvd
Titusville, FL 32780
Phone: (314)-323-0715
Fax: (407) 853-3986
Contact: Jay Sutorius
Data Acquisition, Passenger Information
Displays, Jitney Monitoring

Micro Tronix
200 Aberdeen Dr.
London, ON N5V4N2 CANADA
Phone: (519) 659-9500
Contact: Steve Gallant, Manager of
Vehicles & Technologies
Automatic Passenger Counting Systems

Megadyne Information Systems
2800 28th Street, Suite 205
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Phone: (310) 452-1677
Contact: Dan Lutkenhouse
Telephone Information Systems

*+Modular Computer Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 6099
1615 West McNab Rd ·
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309-1088
Phone: (305) 974-1380
Contact: John Davis

* + Memtec America Corporation
1750 Memtec Drive
Deland, FL 32724-9990
Phone: (904) 822-8010
Contact: Tom Hagan

*+""Motorola
4000 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: (708) 576-3082
Contact: Tom Brogleman
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Florida Address:
800 W. Sunrise Blvd.
Plantation, FL 33362
Phone: (305) 475-5766
Contact: Jim Wiggenhorn
Automatic Vehicle Location, Real-Time
Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring

*+Pratt & Whitney
P.O. Box 109600
West Palm Beach, FL 33410-9600
Phone: (407) 796-2000
Contact: Douglas Brookbank

*+R &

D Assoc. Log icon Tech. Inc.
P.O. Box 92500
Los Angles, CA 90009
Phone: (407) 629-6010
Contact: Bob Kaplan

*+NEC Business Comm. Systems
1690 South Congress Ave
Delray Beach, FL 33445
Phone: (407) 272-6200
Contact: Mike Iacovone

Red Pine Instruments, Ltd.
R.R. #1
Denbeigh, ON K0H1 LO CANADA
Phone: (613) 333-2776
Contact: Diane Isaacs, President
Automatic Passenger Counting Systems

*+Olin Ordnance Division
10101 Ninth Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33716
Phone: (813) 578-8100,
Contact: Peter Marcotullio

* +Reflectone,

Inc.
4908 Tampa West Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33684
Phone: (813) 885-6795
Contact: Joseph Adreani

Oracle Communications
3665 Kingsway, Suite 300
Vancouver, BC V5R5W2 CANADA
Phone: (604) 437-7000
Contact: Doug Spaeth
Telephone Information Systems

*+Rockwell International
3200 E. Renner
Richardson, TX 75082
Phone: (214) 705-1640
Contact: Lonney Duncan

* + "Pactel Teletrac
9800 La Cienega Blvd., Suite 1005
Inglewood, CA 90301
Phone: (310) 338-7140

*+Software Technology, Inc.
1511 Park Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32901
Phone: (407) 723-3999
Contact: Greg Sanders

Florida Address:
3330 N. W. 53rd Street
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Phone: (305) 484-1300
Fax: (305) 486-2799
Contact: Seth Miller, Manager of System
Operations
Vehicle Location Systems, Passenger
Information Displays, Jitney Monitoring

*+Spartan Electronics Inc.
1215 Jefferson Davis Hwy.
Arlington, VA 22202
Phone: (407) 723-3999
Contact: Jim McNulla
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Schlumberger Technologies
Smart Cards and Systems
825-8 Greenbriar Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Phone: (804) 366-4172
Fax: (804) 424-2236
Contact: Tom Alleman
Smart Cards

*+"University of South Florida
Department of Electrical Engineering
4202 East Fowler Ave.
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Phone: (813) 974-2369
Fax: (813) 974-5250
Contact: Elias Stefanakos, Chairman
Data Acquisition Systems

*+Schwartz Electro Optics
3404 N. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, FL 32804
Phone: (904) 289-1802
Contact: Joe Weiland

Urban Transportation Associates
700 E. MacMillan, Suite 302
Cleveland, OH 45206
Phone: (513) 961-0099
Contact: Tom Kowalski, Vice President
Automatic Passenger Counting Systems

*+"Software Technology, Inc.
Commercial Products
1511 Park Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32901
Phone: (407) 723-3999
Fax: (407) 676-4510
Contact: Greg Sanders, General Manager
Software development for all five areas

*+"Ver-Val Enterprises, Inc.
91 Hill Avenue
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32549-4550
Phone: (904) 244-7931
Fax: (904) 243-4091
Contact: Nathaniel Smith, President
Data Acquisition, Telephone Information
Systems, Passenger Information Displays

TeleRide Sage
156 Front St. W., Suite 500
Toronto, ON M5J2L6 CANADA
Phone: (416) 596-1940
Contact: Brian Kalanda, Director of Sales
and Marketing
Telephone Information Systems

*+"'Westinghouse Electric
Box 17320
Baltimore, MD 21230
Phone: (410) 765-4330
Fax: (410) 993-2263
Contact: Michael P. Kushner, Director of
Municipal Systems

Tidewater Consultants
160 New Town Rd. 4th Floor
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
Phone: (804) 497-8951
Contact: Andi Overton
Telephone Information Systems

Florida Address:
9820 Satellite Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32837
Phone: (407) 856-2063
Contact: Frank Woods
Passenger Information Displays
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July 22, 1993

Mr. M.Pictrzyk
IVHS Program Manager
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of Southern Florida
·
4202 East Fowler Avenue, ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-SJS0

Mr. Pietrzyk,
AT&T Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems Communications Systems has reviewed
your Assessment of Advanced Public Transportation Systems Needs for the Metro-Dade
Transit AgenQI with great interest. AT&T has specific IVHS technology capabilities
that can be applied as a problem solution.
AT&T is know throughout the communications industry to be a leader in innovative
voice/data communications technology. Our IVHS expertise in Smart Card technology,
and wireless comrnunlcatlons for public transportationJ covers all the topic areas
discussed in your assessment:
• Smart Cards or other advanced fare payment;
• Real-ti.me Vehiolo Maintenance Monitoring;
• Real-time Multi-lingual Telephone Infonnation System;
• Real-time Passenger Information Displays; and
• Jitney Monitorlns.

In conolu&ion, AT&T is pleased to assist your efforts to improve the transportation
system of the Metro•Dacle Transit Area.

t.h.~,=

p~~Urzynski rn,r
Managing Director
IVHS Communications Systems

P.1

JU.. 22 '93 13=20 COMGRAFIX~ INC.813 443 7585

ComGrafix, Inc.
July 22, 1993

620 E Street, Clearwater, Florida 34616

RayYettaw

(813) ,1,13-6807 Fax (813) 443-7585

Center for U:cban Transponation Research
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave, , ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350

Fax:(813)974-5168

DearRay,

Thank you very n;mch for your cooperation and persistence in presenting the facilities and
services of CUTR to ComGraf'ix. llaving spent the last nine years de'1/eloping software
solutions for many urban and regional planning commissions throughout the world it is
very good to see you emerging here in the Central Florida. area as a valuable resource
coordinator in this very exciting field.
ComGtafix is in a position to participate in MDTA project by drawhli upon our
considernble resources and experience in the area of software design, development,
integration and training, Our specialty is microcomputer based cartography, data packet
communications and automatic vehicle tracking & monitoring,
While we could he considered as a solutions source for all five of your program
considerations I feel we are especially qualified to consult and supply solutions for the
Real-thne Vchicle Maintenance Monitoring, Passenger Information Displays and Jitney
Monitoring segments of your program.

--

---

I trust this infunnation is helpful to you and your client and that we may be involved in a
project with you in the near future.

--·-

----

J. Rohen Cooper
V.P. ComGrafix, Inc.

~--

,·

The World of

lnttllit"71t Mapping

Digital Equipment Corporation
5757 Blue Lagoon Drive
Suite 230
Miami, Florida 33126
305.264.6092

!D!DD!D

July 15, 1993

Michael Pietrzyk, P.E.
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620
Mr. Pietrzyk:
As the Digital Equipment Corporation representative in charge of
Metro-Dade Transit, I am pleased to inform you that we have been a
strategic planning partners and have had discussions on all of the
mentioned program areas~ We are interested in continuing to work with
Metro-Dade Transit and partnering to help the agency promote more
effective and efficient transportation for the South Florida area.
I have attached additional information as to products and services
available from Digital, as well as industry specific expertise. If you
should have any questions, or if I can be of service, please~contact me
at your convenience.

Sincerely,

-;--/~

Tony Cossio
SALES EXECUTIVE
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

INSTRUM!NT CONTROL SERVICE, /NO.

3255 Pottttr StrHt • Penaaoola, FL 32514 • S04l47~S558 • Fax No. Q0.4/41'G-7ti23
.,

...
' .

,I
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July 17, 1993

'I

'

cent.er for Urban Transportation Research
42Ql2 II. :&'ovl•r Av•.
Tampa, l'L 33620
Attent1on1 Mr. Mike P1et:rzyle
Dq:r Mr. Pietrzyk1

In a telephone convenation with one of your per■oMel on rriday,
h• ~•ntion•d how our cowpany •Y be eligible to provide work for
the MDTA project. Instrument control service, l:nc. (tCS) is a
full HMce controla, in&trullentation, and ebotrical compwiy
baaed in Pensacola, Florida. ICS has been providin9 en9ineerin;,
c:onfigu.at:l.on, c:on•t""'ot:lon, maintenanc::e, and technic;:;Lan Hnice•
for twenty-five yeua.
In addition, tha fabri~ation

&

uHmbly division has baan in

existence for sixteen years. we have recently moved into a new

28,000 square toot facility in Pensacola.
We provide
manutacturing ot c:ont.rol panels, :,unction boxes, analyzer
packagin~, inatrwlent xackll, i\nd tquipment skids. :tee· has
servi~d clients such au, Air ProductD, Chevron, DuPont, E~Dtl\an
Rodak, Geo:rtJia Pacific, Glaxo Pharmaceutical and Xntemational
Paper just to mention a few.

.,

Enaloud is a infomation packet aonaeming our panel shop for
your 1naptction. It you desire turther information, I can be
reached at (904)479•3556. Thank you tor your consideration in
th1a utter.

Sin rely,
INS
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June 28, 1993

Mr. Joe Hagge
C.U.T.R.
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue
Eng 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Mr. Hagge,
I have received your document on Advanced Public Transit Systems. In the past
LazerData has supplied A.V.I. scanners to a number of D.O.T. installation
/applications. Unfortunately, the D.0.T. despite the success of these installation has
chosen to pursue R.F. technology for future usages.
LazerData, however, would like to show the marketplace the advantage of our
barcode system versus other technologies. We would like to extend our help in the
A.V.I. study either through equipment, personal or whatever may be appropriate.
Please contact me for any specific needs or where the project may be going.
Re~ar
·,
//
•

/

11i·1

rvv0 L

,/
/4

1/

Chris Baker
Product Manager

123 Tech Drive

■

Sanford, FL 32771-6663

■

(407) 324-1230

■

Fax(407)321-3070

P.02

MARK IV INDUSTRIES
I.V.H.S. INC.
15915 Morrow MIii Road, Chapel HUI, N,C,, U.S.A., 27S16

Ttl: (919) &29-6381

Fu: (91$) 968-393$

June 10, 1993
Mr. Michael Pietrzyk. P.E.

Senior ~esearch Associate - IVHS Proqram ManaQer
Center ~o~ Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida
4202 s. Fo~le~ Avenue, ENG 118
Tampa. Florida 33620-6350
Re: Metro-Oade Transit AQeney AFTS R&D Program: you~ 1tr of
June 1. 1993

Dear Mr. Pietrzvk:
Thank you for considerina Mark IV Industries as a potential
oartner in the Metro-Dade Advanced Fublic Transportation
Svstems (APTS) ~ro;ect,
A review of your February 1993 report: Assessment of

Advancesf. PU.b+.~9.•'l'r~.1':S.nor_t~ ~:i..9J). snt~.rns Needs for the MatroDade Trar.i~i.t .~g,em..9..Y. has revealed two speoifie toi:,ics areas

towards which Mark XV I,V.H.s. Division oould contribute.
The two APTS application areas are: In-Vehicle Information
Systems and Traffic Signal Preemption for High Occupancy
V•hicles,
In the In-Vehicle Information System application, a
ROADCHECK Compaot Reader mounted on the vehicle would
receiv~ from roadside trans~onders next stop information
which could be displayed to passengers; on flip dot signs
inside the vehicle. and broadcast over the in-vehicle

speaker system.

In the Traffic Siqnal Preemption for High Occupancy Vehicles
a~~lication, a sin~le ROADCHECK Standard Reader System at
sele~ted intersections ooul4 ~rovide up to four way traffi~
sianal ~reernption for transit vehicles~ Each transit
vehicle would be equip~ed with a read/write transponder
which would provide for selective a~tivation of the
preemntion system. The trans~onders could additionally be
proqrammeQ with maintenance or other p~riodia inspeetion due
dates that could be automatically moniltored at the transit
vehiele aarage. This would permit the flagginQ of vehi~les
reauirinq maintenance or servicing, anp once corr~ctive
actions ~ere completed, pro~ramming
next due date onto
the vehiola mounted transponder,

thr

Intelligent Vehlcte Highway ~ystems

.

Enclosed are a brochure and product cut sheecs which provide
·some technical information on the ~OADCHECK Short Range
Vhicle-Roadside Cornm~nications System.
Rindly let us know what further information you will require
to move forward our participation in this ~roject.

Sincerely,

~aSzj--+-.ir-U,S. Harketin9 Manager
t::nolosure
cc: ~elly Gravelle
Paul Manuel

P.O. BOX 555837
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32855-!5837

MARTIN MARIETTA
ELECTRONICS & MISSILES GROUP

21 July 1993

Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of south Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue, 2NG118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
I-ir. Yettaw:

Martin Marietta Technologies, Inc., Electronics and Missiles
Company has enthusiastically reviewed your Assessment·of Advanced
Public Transportation systems Needs for the Metro-Dade Transit
Agency.
This assessment is very interesting in scope, and it is
envisaged that specific defense technologies and capabilities could
be applied to your· problem solution in a dual use/defense
conversion methodology application.
The five project areas are challenging, but appear to have
high payoff to the Metro-Dade Transit Agency.
Electronics and
Missiles
is known
in the defense/aerospace community
for
innovative technology, systems integration capability and quality
systems approach to problem solution.
Information has been
supplied for your use on our imaging and radar technologies, which
have direct applicability to your project.
In addition, it is
projected that our signal processing and systems integration would
be integral in your five areas of interest. From an Electronics &
Missiles point of interest, the following efforts coincide directly
with our technology base and development capabilities:
A.
B.

c.

smart cards or advanced fare payment media
Real-time Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring
Jitney monitoring

Other Martin Marietta
remaining efforts:
A.
B.

entities

are

fully

capable

in

the

Real-time Multi-lingual Telephone Info System
Real-time Passenger Information Displays

In summary, Martin Marietta is encouraged by your efforts to
incorporating the best fit technologies into a solution for the

transportation needs of Metro-Dade Transit area. The dual usage of
technologies will be advantageous economically and foster a better
quality of life for the whole of Florida. We encourage support of
your continued efforts, and will continue dialogue to seek a common
development pursuit which will merge our joint capabilities.

V~e~~(/

yours, _

hn R. Bremer,
rector, Research & Technology,
Business Development
JRB:jd

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

14 July 1993
Michael Pietrzyk, P.E.
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave, ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Dear Mr. Pietrzyk,
I'm writing in response to your letter of June 2, 1993, regarding the Metro-Dade Transit
Agency Advanced Public Transit Systems (APTS) project. Although we at McDonnell
Douglas Aerospace (MDA) are not currently involved in the field of Intelligent VehicleHighway Systems (IVHS), we would be interested in learning more about the Dade pounty
project and potentially participating as a partner.
McDonnell Douglas has decided that we will not stray beyond the boundaries of our core
aerospace capabilities with respect to "defense conversion" initiatives. However,
application of these core capabilities to non-traditional markets of opportunity is consistent
with the mission of our organization, given certain· criteria.
In the IVHS area, MDA's expertise is most applicable to Advanced Traffic Management
Systems (ATMS), Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS}, and Advanceq Vehicle
Control Systems (AVCS). However, there are aspects of APTS, particularly rout~_planning
software, that are consistent with our core competencies.
MDA's has relevant experience in overall systems integration, navigation and sensor
systems, actuator and control systems, human factors considerations, vehicle displays, and
management systems such as TQMS, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Taguchi
analysis methods.
Thank you for your letter and please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or for
further information.
Sincerely,

~ ~~l~
(lu~oriuJ
Sr. Business Development Representative
Aircraft & Missile Support Systems

P.O. Box 516, Saint Louis, MO 63166-0516 (314) 232-0232 TELEX 44-857

METRIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION
645 ANCHORS STREET
FORT WALTON BEACH• FLORIDA 32548-9990
PHONE (904) 244-9600
TLX 702-447
A SUBSIOIAAYOF

MSC/NSD 93-3109

May 24, 1993
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of south Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue, ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Attention: Michael Pietrzyk
Dear Michael:
Thank you for forwarding the "Assessment of Advanced Public
Transportation System Needs for the Metro-Dade Transit Agency"
report. We found this research interesting and the potential uses
of the technology enormous.
However, as a defense electronics
contractor, Metric Systems Corporation does not have ongoing
research in any of the study areas nor do we have expertise in
these fields.
Your letter requested we express our "willingness to participate".
Metric would like to participate. After reviewing your document,
we believe our expertise in manufacturing would be our greatest
contribution. Metric manufactures electrical and electromechanical
subassemblies.
For example, Metric is currently manufacturing
several of the major electronic subassemblies for the Mk41 Vertical
Launch System, all of the shipboard cables for the Aegis radar
system, and various training systems.
The enclosed brochure
package depict many of our other products and processes.
our capabilities range from circuit card assemblies and cable
assemblies, through low voltage power supplies and display modules,
to complete power distribution and control systems.
Metric
manufactures both in-house designed and customer designed
components. Thus, if you have located a R&D firm, we would be an
excellent match as their manufacturing agent.
If I can answer any questions or be of further assistance, do not
hesitate to call me at (904)664-8440.
Sincerely,
METRIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION

on A. Brink
keting Engineer
Naval Systems Division

Miami Operations
3330 N. W. 53rd Street. Suite 302
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309
(305) 484-1300
FAX (305) 486-2799

lt."'l"A

PACir..,.TEL
TELETRAC
A Pacific Telesis Company

Mr. Michael Pietrzyk
Center for Urban Transportation Research
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue, ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Re: CUTR Account# 21-17-071 L.0., Task# 9.3
Dear Mr. Pietrzyk,
I have received and read with interest the Assessment of Advanced Public Transportation System
Needs for the Metro-Dade Transit Agency document you sent to Steve Tine of our office. I had
also briefly met Amy Polk at the recent M-IS conference in Washington, DC, and discussed the
availability of our AVL system in South Florida with her.
PacTel Teletrac would indeed be extremely interested in participating in your project with the
Metro-Dade Transit Agency. Our radiolocation network can provide accw:ate, low-cost vehicle
location and mobile data transmission services anywhere in the Southeast Florida metropolitan
area. We are currently in full operation, providing these services to a variety of commercial
clients in our local area. We have also recently introduced our line of consumer services,
including stolen vehicle recovery protection and roadside assistance services.
The Teletrac AVL system would be directly applicable to several topic areas in the document you
sent to us, particularly those projects concerning AVL technology, mobile data and mobile
telemetry, and passenger information displays. I am including a literature packet and
videocassette describing the both the commercial and consumer applications of our system.
I would welcome an opportunity to provide you a tour of our facilities and a demonstration of
our system in action. Please feel free to contact me to set up a meeting, or for any additional
information you may require.

Seth Miller
Manager of System Operations
Miami Operations

June 25, 1993

Mr. Ron Yettaw

-

Sll

Center for Urban Transportation
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Ave, ENG 118
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Dear Mr. Yettaw:
Thank you for asking STI to express an interest in participating in the
Metro-Dade Transit Agency demonstration grant application to the Federal
Transit Agency. We are interested and willing to participate as a software
developer on the Real-time Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring, Passenger
Information Displays, or Jitney Monitoring topic areas.
STI specializes in providing software products and services for government
and industry applications including real-time data acquisition and display
remote telemetry and control, and process co11-trol.
STI offers Open Systems COMET™, an integrated set of software tools for
building realtime monitoring and control applications on SUN/UNIX or
VAXNMS workstations. COMET's design includes separate, copfigurable
modules for data acquistion, data distribution, and graphical user ·mterface.
COMET features configurable modules for data acquisition, a software bus
for high speed data distribution, and a Motif graphical toolset to visualize
real-time data. The COMET S/W bus supports a standard client-server··
model for distributed applications to remotely access real-time telemetry.
The bus is transparent to COMET users and supports protocols for
Ethernet Multicast, DECnet, and TCP/IP or interfaces to external radio
communications links.
Please contact me if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

Software
Technology. Inc.

A1:.l~
Greg Saunders, General Manager
Commercial Products Division

1511 Park Avenue
Melbourne, Florida 32901
Tel. (40n 723-3999
Fax (407) 676-4510

Department of Electrical Engineering
College of Engineering
University of South Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue, ENG 118
Tampa, Florida 33620-5350
(813) 974-2369
FAX (813) 974-5250

July 26, 1993
Mr. M. Pietrzyk
IVHS Program Manager
CUTR
University of South florida
4202 East Fowler Ave., Eng 118
Tampa florida 33620-5350
Dear Mr. Pietrzyk:

The University of South Florida has developed a Mobile Data Acquisition System
(MDAS) for the collection of vehicle performance. Data can be retried from the in
vehicle MDAS in three ways: (i) by a floppy disc; (ii) by a land telephone line; and
(iii) by the use of a cellular telephone. The system has been installed in a number of
electric vehicles involved in the US DOE's EV Site Operator Program. USF has also
developed appropriate software for the analysis and display of the data. USF has
licenced a local company, Sigma TecSystems Inc., to manufacture the MDAS system.
The Department of Electrical Engineering at USF can provide the expertise for the
development of any specific requirements as related to the MDAS.
The information (attached) provides you with greater details about the system.~ :With
appropriate sensors, the MDAS can be adopted to any vehicle.
I hope this information can be used in conjunction with the Advanced Public
Transportation Systems Needs for the Metro-Dade Transit Agency program.
Please feel free to call me if you need any additional information.

Sincerely,

~~

Chairman & Professor

TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

SARASOTA

FORT MYERS

LAKELAND

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION' EOUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION

VER•VAL ENTERPRISES Ina.
anglneerlng • manufacturing • fabrication

VVI

P.O. DRAWER 4550 • In HILL A've. • (90') ~7131
INOU$Tl'IIAL fllA/1\1( • l'Of\T W~TON l!E.ACH, FL :sl~t-4550
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Mr, Michael Metr:a;vk, P.B.
Senior Re.tearoh Aaaocl.at. - !VHS Proa:r•• Manacer
Center for Urban Tran■porution JlHea.rch
University or soutb rlorlda
4-202 E. Fowlar .Avenu11t ENG 118
T._.Pa. VL 33620-S350'
Jle: CUU. Account I 21-17-071 L.O,, TuJc # 9.3

Dur Mr. Pietrzyk:
Thank you tor :vout letter and the opportunity fur Ver-Val Jmterpriaea, Inc. to.
puticipate ln this proJeot.
Afl ;you Ma7 know, th.ls fits well with OUI' objeotiv• of aovinJ the coapa.n7 into
other area.a. That is, to tartet other prodQcta that &re not defense rela:ted.

Therefore, we are ver;, interested in the fallowlnl' topic areas:
(a)
Duia'nine, developlnc and equippinc all bu•u and public
tl-ansportation with wheelchair lifts and ather t~pc conversions for all typu of
disabled persona,

(b)
Inatana.tlon of ■ecurit.y type equlpaent to protect crlao ad ·
vandalism of IIDTA equ.lp■ant in the field •
. .. .
(c)
The developa•nt of black boxea and the lnl1allation of Mae that wm
•onitor and schedule vehiclea for ro'utine and e•ersrenoY iuint■nana..

.

· (d)
Installation me! •aintananoe ot puHn1rer tl!IPIWlal inforaatio.n clisplay
at. varloua. tr.an.ffer stations for buses and ■etro-rall terlllinala.
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· Ple11J1t1· let· ma know what other action we 1hould take and when• ancl plean take .
·· tbu· letter u .an uprualon oC hlch lnterut in th.la •ntire ph)Jr&11. P1-.ae -11
· •-•.: tor .. A:ft7 adc:1.itional infor. .Uon.
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•
Westinghouse

Bectric Corporation

Transportation Management S~ems Division

Box 17320

BahimoRi, Maryland 21203-7320

Iuly22, 1993
Mr. Mike Pietrzyk
MIS Program Manag.:r
Center for t)'n,an T.ranspoctation ~
4-201 a Fowkr Ave.. ENG us
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
Dear Mr. Pietrzyk.
We have reviewed the • A s:scs:s:ment of Adv<lneed Public Transportation Systems Needs fot the Metro-Dado Transit
Agt:t:,,::y.• This docmneut was forwarded to us by Mr. Ray Yettaw. Based on our review, 'WC are cx:trcinely
interested in pa.rticipati.ng in th.ls prqject.
WC$tinghouse is a l)fOYidcr ofTramponation Management and Customet Wonnation Systa:ns for variom public
transpcrtation applications. M.s. Frances Sliwinsld sent Mr. Yettaw oar brochures that describe the featmcs and
capabilities of mr SmartTra::kTl,I Vehide ~ System and other MIS .rehued techllo1ogic:s and
capabilities such as Electronic Toll and T:taffic ~ :md Advanced Tr.affic ~ Systems (AT.MS).
We are amenily lns:ralHng our Sm.att'l'raCk Syt,tem iD Denver, Colorado for the Regioiw Transportation District.
In addition we arc under contract to install SDWt'I'rack: in Milwaukee for the Milwaukee c.owity Tmnsit System
and have been selected to perform. an MIS opentional test for the TnvLi.nk program in Mianaot:L We~ also
'W0rldng with tlie Metropolitan Tl'3.mit Administration in N¢W York to develop an IVHS operational ~ program
for customer information kiosks and bus stop displays,

As you \l'ill see. after l'C'Viewing our SntUITrac:k brochure, we are an appropriate camlidate to provide the MDTA
with information and ultimately supply the MOTA with ~-tinle Passenger Tnformation Dispbys as described in
}'\)W" ~ uf AP1'S Needs.for tbe MDTA. Please fed fn:e to oomact me or Ms. Sliwinski if you ha'VC
additional qucsticos or if we can assist )'OU in any wsy in dcvcloping :your APTS program. I enclosed an additional .
set ofbrochuies tor ,car files.
.
Regards.

M~ad. F ~ f ~
Mkhad P. Kushner
Dircctot Municipal Systems

(410)765-4330,FAX(410)993-2263
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